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Abstract. Dublin City University (DCU) and University of Tampere
(UTA) participated in ImageCLEF 2007 photographic retrieval task with
several monolingual and bilingual runs. The approach was language inde-
pendent with text retrieval utilizing fuzzy s-gram query translation and
combined with visual retrieval. Data fusion was achieved through unsu-
pervised query-time weight generation approaches. The baseline was a
combination of dictionary-based query translation and visual retrieval,
which achieved the best result. The best mixed modality runs using fuzzy
s-gram translation reached on average around 83% of the baselines’ per-
formance. This approach was much closer at the early precision levels of
P@10 and P@20. This suggests that our language independent approach
could be a cheap alternative for cross-lingual image retrieval. Both sets of
results further emphasize the merit in our query-time weight generation
schemes for data fusion, with the fused runs exhibiting marked perfor-
mance increases over single modalities without the use of prior training
data.
1 Introduction
Retrieving images by their associated text is a common approach in image re-
trieval [1]. When cross-language image retrieval is considered, this approach re-
quires language dependent linguistic resources for query translation. Machine-
readable dictionaries, machine translation tools or corpus-based translation tools
are expensive and not available for all the language pairs. However, there are
alternative approaches which may be used to compensate linguistic tools, for
example the fuzzy string matching technique n-gram matching and its general-
ization s-gram matching. These techniques have previously been used for trans-
lation of query words missing from dictionaries [2][3], but only rarely for the
whole query translation [4][5].
In earlier ImageCLEF campaigns combined text and visual retrieval ap-
proaches have performed better than text or image retrieval alone. In this year’s
campaign, text retrieval faced a new challenge of retrieval of lightly annotated
photographs [1]. A negative impact on the performance of the text retrieval
techniques was to be expected and therefore successful fusion of text and visual
features became even more important. We tested a language independent im-
age retrieval approach, where s-gram-based fuzzy query translations were fused
with visual retrieval. We explored data fusion techniques with query-time coef-
ficient generation for retrieval expert combination. We experimented primarily
with altering the stages at which we fuse various experts together. For instance
we experimented with fusing all the visual experts into a single expert, then
fusing with text, as opposed to treating all experts equally. To have a strong
baseline, the performance of the language independent approach was compared
to a combination of dictionary-based query translation and visual retrieval.
To study the effect of the source and target languages on the quality of the
fuzzy translation we selected six language pairs where source/target languages
were related to each other at different levels. The Scandinavian languages Danish,
Norwegian and Swedish were translated into German, to which they are quite
closely related to. French was the source language that was closest to English.
German and English are not very closely related and translation between them
was done both ways. (See [4] for a matrix for similarities between English, French,
German and Swedish) A total of 138 runs were submitted. Reporting the results
for all of these would be impractical and therefore only the results for the most
interesting runs are presented here.
2 Background
s-gram-based query translation. The s-gram matching is a fuzzy string
matching technique that measures similarity between text strings. The text
strings to be compared are decomposed into substrings (s-grams) and the simi-
larity is calculated as the overlap of their common substrings. s-gram matching
is a generalization of n-gram technique, commonly used for matching cognates
in Cross Language Information Retrieval (CLIR). While the n-gram substrings
consist of adjacent characters of the original strings, skipping some characters
is allowed when forming the s-grams. In classified s-gram matching [6], different
types of s-grams are formed by skipping different number of characters. The
s-grams are then classified into sets based on the number of characters skipped
and only the s-grams belonging to the same set are compared to each other
when calculating the similarity. Character Combination Index (CCI) indicates
the set of all the s-gram types to be formed from a string. CCI {{0}, {1, 2}} for
example means that three types of s-grams are formed and classified into two
sets: one set of conventional n-grams formed of adjacent characters ({0}) and
one of s-grams formed both by skipping one and two characters ({1, 2}). For an
extensive description of the s-gram matching technique, see [6][7].
Proper names are very common query terms when searching from image
databases [8] and are typically not covered by translation dictionaries and thus
remain untranslatable in queries. Proper names in related languages are often
spelling variants of each other and can thus be translated using approximate
string matching.
Visual Retrieval. To facilitate visual retrieval we made use of six ‘low-level’
global visual experts. Our visual features are MPEG7 features and were ex-
tracted using the aceToolBox, developed as part DCU’s collaboration in the
aceMedia project [9]. These six features included: Colour Layout, Colour Struc-
ture, Colour Moments, Scalable Colour, Edge Histogram and Homogenous Tex-
ture. Further details on these descriptors can be found in [10] and [11]. Distance
metrics for each of these features were implementations of those specified in the
MPEG7 specification [11].
Query-Time Fusion. The combination of retrieval experts for a given informa-
tion need can be expressed as a data fusion problem [12]. Given that for any given
information need different retrieval experts perform differently, we require some
form of weighting scheme in order to combine experts. Typical approaches to
weight generation include the use of global query-independent weights or query-
class expert weights learnt through experimentation on a training collection to
name a few.
Our approach to weight generation differs in that it is a query-dependant
weighting scheme for expert combination which requires no training data [13].
This work was based upon an observation, that if we were to plot the normalized
scores of an expert, against that of scores of other experts used for a particular
query, that the expert who’s scores exhibited the greatest initial change in scores
correlated with that expert being the best performer for that query. Examples
of this observation can be seen in [13] and our ImageCLEF workshop paper [14].
This approach is not giving us any absolute indication of expert performance,
which other approaches to examining score distributions attempt to provide,
an excellent review of which is given by Robertson [15]. We would note that
this observation is not universal, and we can identify failure cases where this
observation will not occur. If we assume though that in a majority of queries this
observation will hold, then we can employ techniques that leverage this approach
to create query-time expert coefficients for data fusion. Our main technique
involves measuring the change in scores for a retrieval expert over a top subset
of its results, versus the change in scores over a larger sample of that experts
scores. The expert which undergoes the greatest initial change in score is assigned
a greater weight. A complete explanation of this process can be found in [13].
3 Resources, Methods and Runs
Text Retrieval and Indexing. We utilized the Lemur toolkit (Indri engine)
[16] for indexing and retrieval. Indri combines language modeling to inference
nets and allows structured queries to be evaluated using language modeling esti-
mates. The word tokenization rules used in indexing included converting punc-
tuation marks into spaces and capitals were converted into lower case. Strings
separated by the space character were tokenized into individual words. For the
dictionary-based translation, lemmatized English and German indices were cre-
ated. The image annotation text was lemmatized, words not recognized by the
lemmatizers were indexed as such. Compound words were split and both the
original compound and the constituents were indexed. For the s-gram-based
translation we used inflected indices, where the words were stored in the in-
flected word forms in which they appeared in the image annotations. Stop words
were removed.
Topics were processed as the indices. For the s-gram-based translation stop
words were removed from the queries and the remaining words were translated
into the target language with s-gram matching. The CCI was set to be 0,1,2
and the Jaccard coefficient [7] was used for calculating the s-gram proximity.
Three best matching index words were selected as translations for each topic
word. A similarity threshold value of 0.3 was set to discard bad translations,
only the index words exceeding this threshold with respect to a source word
were accepted as translations. As a consequence some of the query words could
not be translated. Queries were structured utilizing a synonym operator where
target words derived from the same source word were grouped into the same
synonym group (the Pirkola method, [17]). Indris Pseudo Relevance Feedback
(PRF) was used with 10 keys from the 10 highest ranked documents in the
original result list.
For the dictionary-based query translation, the UTACLIR query translation
tool was used. UTACLIR was originally developed for the CLEF 2000 and 2001
campaigns [2]. It utilizes external language resources, such as translation dictio-
naries, stemmers and lemmatizers. Topic words were lemmatized, stop words re-
moved and finally the non-stop words translated. Next, untranslatable compound
words were split and the constituents were translated. Translation equivalents
were normalized utilizing a target language lemmatizer. Untranslatable words
were matched against the database index using the s-gram matching. Queries
were structured with the synonym operator. A morphological analyzer for French
was not available and therefore the French topics were analyzed manually. This
might have resulted in a slightly better quality of lemmatization than automatic
analysis, even though we strived for comparable quality. We used PRF with 20
expansion keys from the 15 top ranked documents.
Data Fusion. The query-time data fusion approach specified in Section 2
describes our basic approach to expert combination. However, one set of param-
eters that was not specified was the order in which experts will be combined.
This is the focus of our experimental work in this section.
One commonality between all the combination approaches we try in this
work is the fusion of the low-level visual experts. For each query image we fuse
the six low-level visual experts into a single result for each image, where the
combination of these is using the aforementioned technique. Therefore for each
query, the visual component was then represented by three result sets, one for
each query image. Additionally for a subset of our runs we introduce a seventh
visual expert, the FIRE baseline [18]. In cases where FIRE was used, because
it was a single result for the three visual query images, we first combined our
MPEG7 visual features into a single result for each image, then these combined
into a overall image result, which was then combined with the FIRE baseline.
There are four variants that we tried in our combination work, which are:
– dyn-equal: Query-time weighting method used, text and individual image
results combined at the same level (i.e. we have three image results and one
text result which is to be combined).
– dyn-top: As above, except the results for each query image were fused into a
single image result, which was then combined with the text result (i.e. image
results combined into a single result, which is then combined with the single
text result).
– stat-eventop: Query-time weighting to produce single image result list, image
and text fused together with equal static weighting (0.5 coefficient).
– stat-imgHigh: As above, except with the image result assigned a static weight
of 0.8 and text a static weight of 0.2.
Additionally, any of our runs which ended in ‘fire’ incorporated the FIRE baseline
into the set of visual experts used for combination.
4 Results
Our tables of results are organized as follows. Table 1 presents our baseline runs,
including monolingual text-only, visual-only and baseline fusion results mixing
these two types. Table 2 presents our central cross-lingual results with mixed
modalities. In all tables where data fusion is utilized, we present only the best
performing data fusion approach. Except where noted, all visual results used
in data fusion presented here incorporated the FIRE baseline as visual data
which included the FIRE baseline with our global MPEG7 features consistently
outperformed global MPEG7 by themselves.
Table 1. ImageCLEF Baseline Results
Language Pair Modality Text Fusion FB MAP P@10 P@20
EN-EN Text dict n/a no 0.1305 0.1550 0.1408
EN-EN Text s-gram n/a yes 0.1245 0.1133 0.1242
DE-DE Text dict n/a yes 0.1269 0.1717 0.1533
DE-DE Text s-gram n/a yes 0.1067 0.1233 0.1125
MPEG7 With FIRE Visual na dyn-equal no 0.1340 0.3600 0.2658
MPEG7 Without FIRE Visual na dyn-equal no 0.1000 0.2700 0.1958
EN-EN Mixed dict dyn-equal yes 0.1951 0.3967 0.3150
EN-EN Mixed s-gram dyn-equal yes 0.1833 0.3833 0.3092
DE-DE Mixed dict dyn-equal yes 0.1940 0.4033 0.3300
DE-DE Mixed s-gram dyn-equal yes 0.1628 0.3350 0.2792
For the monolingual runs in Table 1, the runs where morphological analysis
(dict) was used performed slightly better than the s-gram runs. The difference
is small for the English runs. For German runs the difference is greater, which
is understandable as German has a more complex inflectional morphology than
English. Our text and visual retrieval techniques were almost equal, which is
notable in the context of earlier years’ ImageCLEF results. Our best visual-only
run performed well being the second best visual approach in terms of Mean
Average Precision (MAP). Its MAP value 0.1340 is comparable to our best
monolingual English text run scoring 0.1305. We believe that the comparative
low performance of the text expert (when compared to the dominance of text
in previous years) was due to the reduced length of the annotations for 2007.
Table 1 also presents our fused monolingual text and visual retrieval runs, which
performed clearly better than any of the text or visual runs alone. Fusion of these
modalities produced consistent improvements in MAP of between 65% and 67%.
From a data fusion perspective, no single approach of the four we tried con-
sistently performed the best. Whilst our results presented here show the “dyn-
equal” fusion as being superior, this is because it was the only fusion type at-
tempted with visual data which incorporated the FIRE baseline. For runs where
FIRE was not used, there best performing fusion type varied depending on the
text type (dictionary or sgram) or language pair used. In a majority of cases all
fusion types performed similarly, as such deeper investigation with significance
testing will be required in order to infer any meaningful interpretations. How-
ever, we can conclude that as all four fusion types made use of our query-time
weight generation method at some level, that this technique is capable of produc-
ing weights which lead to performance improvements when combining results.
What is unknown is how far from the optimal query-dependant combination
performance we achieved, and that will be one of the ultimate measures of the
success of this approach.
Table 2 presents our central cross-lingual results. Dictionary-based query
translation was the best query translation approach. The best mixed modality
runs using the s-gram-based query translation nevertheless reached on average
around 84% of the MAP of the best mixed modality runs using dictionary-based
translation. The difference between the approaches further decreased when the
early precision values of P@10 and P@20 were considered. The best s-gram runs
reached on average around 91% of the best dictionary-based runs performance
at P@10 and around 89% at P@20. If the high ranks of the result list are con-
sidered to be important from the user perspective, the s-gram translation could
be seen as almost equal with the dictionary-based translation in mixed modality
runs. These results varied depending on the language pair. s-gram-based and
dictionary-based translation performed similarly for the closely related language
pairs, while the differences were greater for the more distant language pairs. The
s-gram translation reached its best results with Norwegian and Danish topics
and German annotations - over 90% of the dictionary translation’s MAP, and
the worst ones between German and English - less than 80% of the dictionary
translation’s MAP.
Table 2. ImageCLEF CLIR Fusion Results
Language Pair Modality Text Fusion FB MAP P@10 P@20
FR-EN Mixed dict dyn-equal yes 0.1819 0.3583 0.2967
FR-EN Mixed s-gram dyn-equal no 0.1468 0.3483 0.2667
DE-EN Mixed dict dyn-equal yes 0.1910 0.3483 0.3042
DE-EN Mixed s-gram dyn-equal yes 0.1468 0.3233 0.2533
DA-DE Mixed dict dyn-equal yes 0.1730 0.3467 0.2942
DA-DE Mixed s-gram dyn-equal yes 0.1572 0.3350 0.2717
NO-DE Mixed dict dyn-equal yes 0.1667 0.3517 0.2700
NO-DE Mixed s-gram dyn-equal yes 0.1536 0.3167 0.2667
SV-DE Mixed dict dyn-equal yes 0.1788 0.3817 0.2942
SV-DE Mixed s-gram dyn-equal yes 0.1472 0.3050 0.2500
EN-DE Mixed dict dyn-equal yes 0.1828 0.3633 0.3008
EN-DE Mixed s-gram dyn-equal yes 0.1446 0.3350 0.2667
5 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented the joint DCU and UTA ImageCLEF 2007
Photo results. In our work we experimented with two major variables, that of
cross-lingual text retrieval utilizing minimal translation resources, and query-
time weight generation for expert combination. Our results are encouraging and
support further investigation into both approaches. Further work is now required
to conduct a more thorough analysis of contributing factors to performance
emphasized by each approach. Of particular interest will be the degree to which
each of these approaches introduced new information, or re-ordered existing
information presented by the systems. For instance, we do not know yet if the
s-gram retrieval found relevant documents that were missed by the dictionary
based approach. Likewise for data fusion, we do not know yet if we promoted
into the final result set relevant results which were only present in some and not
all of the experts used.
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